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INTRODUCING

OXFORD MATHS READY
Teacher Handbooks
Building student confidence and bridging the gaps to success
Oxford Maths Ready supports mainstream classroom mathematics by offering learning
opportunities for struggling students who are substantially behind their peers. It gives
teachers insight into the potential difficulties faced by these students and ideas to engage
them in successful mathematics learning.
Many adults readily acknowledge that they did not like maths at school, suffer from
‘maths anxiety’ or do not see themselves as competent mathematicians. This lack of
confidence often begins in primary school. Oxford Maths Ready is designed to support
and engage primary students who have fallen behind in maths, and to help bridge the
gap between where they are currently at and the relevant curriculum expectations.

Supports students to activate their prior knowledge before extending to
new concepts and skills
Draws on the sequences of skills identified in the Australian Curriculum:
Mathematics, and the National Numeracy Learning Progression
Gives explicit guidance to help teachers and students focus on key ideas
and strategies to enhance mathematical learning
Follows a ‘gradual release of responsibility’ model that encourages
students to observe, discuss and engage in hands-on experiences,
helping them work towards becoming independent mathematicians
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Introduction
Getting maths ready
A developmental approach
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Many adults readily acknowledge that they did not like maths at school and do not see themselves as competent
mathematicians. This lack of confidence very often starts in primary school. Oxford Maths Ready is designed to support
and engage students who have fallen behind in maths to help bridge the gap between where they are at and their
current year level curriculum expectations, as taught in the Oxford Maths series.
Based on research, Oxford Maths Ready uses a developmental approach. Griffin et al. (2010) describe how
“developmental models build on and scaffold the existing knowledge bases of every student”, as opposed to “deficit
approaches” which seek to “fix” students. The content of Oxford Maths Ready therefore supports learners to activate
their prior knowledge before extending to new concepts and skills. It draws from the sequences of skills identified
in the Australian Curriculum, the NSW Numeracy Continuum K–10 and, where appropriate, individual state and
territory curricula.
Oxford Maths Ready also gives explicit guidance to help students and teachers focus on key ideas and strategies
to enhance mathematical learning. The on-going development of mathematical language, for example, is widely
acknowledged as critical if students are to understand the skills and concepts required for effective maths learning
(Monroe & Orme, 2002; Riccomini et al., 2015; Schleppegrell, 2007). For that reason, each Oxford Maths Ready topic
involves students in exploring the language of mathematics. This allows for the ‘debugging’ of topics in a way that is
similar to how struggling readers are supported when a new text is introduced.
The ‘Exploration’ and ‘Application’ sections of each topic follow a gradual release of responsibility model
(Fisher & Frey, 2008) that encourages students to observe, discuss and engage in hands-on experiences with topics,
supporting them towards independence. Oxford Maths Ready also incorporates the four key number ideas identified
by George Booker (2012): numeration; computation; fraction ideas; and making connections.

In the classroom

Oxford Maths Ready is designed to complement mainstream classroom mathematics lessons by offering learning
opportunities for students who are substantially behind their peers. It provides teachers with insights into the
potential difficulties faced by these students, and ideas to engage them in successful mathematics learning. Ideally,
Oxford Maths Ready topics should be scheduled the week before the rest of the class will be learning the same content.
This will enable students who are struggling with an aspect of mathematics to successfully participate alongside their
peers when the topic is taught. This can be achieved in a number of ways:
• The classroom teacher could run focus groups with those students who need pre-learning in a topic while the
rest of the class is completing other mathematics work.
• A learning support officer could work with the students, either within or outside the classroom. Students with
like-needs across classes could be supported in this way.
• Students could work on some of the content of a topic at home, preferably with parental support, with teachers
checking in on their progress.

At home
Muir (2012) describes how active parental involvement has been shown to increase both students’ confidence and
their results in mathematics. Put simply, students are more likely to do better in maths if they have support at home.
Teachers can share the topic-specific ‘Key language’, ‘Learning intentions’ and ‘Success criteria’ sections of this book
with parents to enable them to engage in discussions about students’ learning. Parents or caregivers can also be made
aware of the digital resources suggested for each topic, as these offer a simple way to have a shared experience that
can be talked about together. Parents can be encouraged to ask students to explain their own learning in their own
words. Where appropriate, activities from a topic can be shared with parents and caregivers to be practised at home.
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Using Oxford Maths Ready

Pre-requisite skills
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The Oxford Maths Ready Teacher Handbook is organised to give teachers a sequential plan to approach each topic. The
content allows teachers to first build students’ understanding of the language required as a foundation from which to
develop their knowledge of the underlying concepts and skills. It is recognised, however, that every class and context
is different, and teachers should feel free to adapt the sequence and activities based on their knowledge of the
individuals that they are teaching.
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The ‘Pre-requisite skills’ section lists the basic mathematical skills and concepts (usually aligned to the year level
below, as outlined in the Australian Curriculum) that students will need in order to access the content of the topic. If
students have not yet attained these skills, you can refer to Oxford Maths Ready for the previous year level for ideas on
how to develop them.

Key language

The ‘Key language’ section lists the important words and phrases that are covered in the topic. Students will have an
opportunity to develop their understanding of this language through the activities in the ‘Explore the language’ section.

Potential misconceptions

The ‘Potential misconceptions’ section gives teachers a snapshot of some of the areas that students might
be having difficulty with in relation to the topic at hand. It provides information about how to recognise
when students may have a misconception so that you can focus on this during their learning. A suite of
videos are available online at oxfordowl.com.au. These videos provide further support for teachers as
students develop their knowledge of a topic and may encounter potential difficulties related to that topic.

Learning intentions
The ‘Learning intentions’ section uses student-friendly language to state the skills and/or concepts that the topic
aims to develop. Setting and communicating learning intentions and success criteria have been found to improve
student outcomes by helping learners understand the purpose and expectations of what they are engaged in. It is
suggested that the learning intentions are revisited throughout the learning activities.

Success criteria
The ‘Success criteria’ section gives teachers and students some simple measures to identify whether the learning
intentions have been achieved. It’s important to note that the success criteria are not meant to be limiting but they
do make learning visible for students. Success can look different for different students and the measures identified in
this book may need to be tailored for individual students.

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
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Materials
The materials required for all lessons and activities for each topic are listed to allow teachers to prepare in advance.
It is assumed that everyday classroom resources such as paper and pencils are readily available.

BLMs
All BLMs are available online at oxfordowl.com.au. A thumbnail of each BLM has been provided at the
back of this book for reference.

Priming for knowledge
‘Priming for knowledge’ aims to build confidence and improve outcomes for students who are struggling. It involves
giving them a leg-up in terms of preparing them for learning before the whole class is exposed to a topic. Oxford
Maths Ready uses two main strategies to achieve this: activating students’ prior knowledge and developing their facility
with mathematical language.

Activate prior knowledge
‘Activating prior knowledge’ involves reminding students what they already know about a topic to build their
confidence and help them to meaningfully connect with new learning. The activities in this section not only help
students draw on their existing knowledge and personal experiences but also provide teachers with additional
information about what students currently know about a topic.
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Explore the language
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Mathematical language can be complex and confusing for students. There are many words we use in maths that have
different meanings in other areas of life, and there are many technical terms that we assume students understand.
This section scaffolds explicit discussion of the key language required for a topic, supporting students to build an
understanding of the terminology before they start exploring a topic in more depth.

Consolidating knowledge and skills

Exploration
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Practice is vital if students are to retain their mathematics learning over time (Sigmundsson, Polman, & Lorås, 2013).
Through exploration and application, students are able to refine and embed their learning. Teachers then need to
be able to quickly identify how successful the instruction has been for students.

The ‘Exploration’ section shows how to involve students in teacher-led activities that develop knowledge of two key
concepts relevant to the topic. Activities are hands-on, often collaborative, and provide opportunities for students to
discuss their understanding.

Application

The ‘Application’ section provides activities that are connected with the same two central concepts that students
have explored. These activities allow students to apply their knowledge in a more independent way. The activities
also facilitate ongoing formative assessment of students’ understandings of the topic, while giving students the
opportunity to put what they have learned into practice.

Checking for understanding
The ‘Checking for understanding’ section provides a short ‘snapshot’ activity that will allow teachers to quickly gauge
whether students have understood the concepts. It also gives further ideas and guidance if students are still having
difficulty.
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Number and algebra

Place value

Pre-requisite skills

Learning intentions

Before beginning this topic, students need to:
• be able to recognise and read numbers to
at least 99
• be familiar with the forwards and backwards
counting sequence to 99
• understand 10 as a unit.

1 We are learning how to read, write and represent
numbers to 100 and beyond.
2 We are learning to use place value to rename
numbers.

Key language

• I can break a 2-digit number into tens and ones.
• I can accurately record numbers to 100 and
beyond.
• I can order numbers according to place value.
• I can add ones and tens to numbers up to 100.

Potential misconceptions

Materials
• BLM 1: 10-frames
• BLM 2: Place value chart (hundreds, tens and
ones)
• counters
• base-10 materials
• craft stick bundles of 10
• individual craft sticks
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• Students can appear confident with the counting
sequence to 100 but may actually be following
along in a chorus with classmates without
understanding how what they are saying relates to
the number system and counting.
• Students without a solid understanding of place
value may count tens and ones separately, rather
than recognising they are part of the same
number. This can lead to miscounting whereby,
for example, a student counting 2 tens and 6 ones
concludes the total is 6 because this is the last
number they counted.

E

biggest number, column, hundreds, ones, place
value, smallest number, tens

Success criteria

Priming for knowledge
Activate prior knowledge

Write the number 578 on the board and ask students to
copy it onto the middle of a piece of paper. Ask them to
circle the ones in red, the tens in blue and the hundreds
in green. Pair students up and have them share their
responses. Then ask each pair to display their final
answer and compare them across the group. Talk about
how students knew which digit to circle with each colour,
or note any confusion to address in the rest of the lesson
sequence.

Explore the language
Ask pairs of students to collect 7 ones from a supply of
base-10 materials. Invite them to share how they knew
what to collect and what 7 ones means. Next, ask them
to collect 7 tens. Discuss how these are different from
7 ones and how you would write 7 tens in digits.
Ask which of the two numbers that students have made
is bigger and how they know.
Draw a place value chart on the board and write the
number 7 in the ones column. Ask students how you
would write 7 tens on the chart and introduce the term
columns for the tens and ones. Discuss how many tens
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and how many ones are in the number 70 and therefore
what digit goes in each column. Invite students to
suggest which of the two numbers you have written
on the place value chart is larger and how they know,
linking this with the visual representations they made of
both numbers.
Invite students to make other 2-digit numbers, such
as 50 and 38, with base-10 materials, and suggest how
you would represent each on the place value chart.
Emphasise that the place of the number on the chart
determines its value.

Consolidating
knowledge and skills
Exploration
Representing and ordering
numbers
Put out 37 counters in a big pile and ask students how
many counters there are. Allow them to guess and
then guide students to count them in ones to check.
Ask students to suggest ways that you could make sure
you counted the total correctly. Put out two copies of
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

Renaming numbers

Renaming numbers
Ask students, in pairs or individually, to make the
number 49 with base-10 materials and to write it on
BLM 2: Place value chart (hundreds, tens and ones).
Invite them to explain how they knew how to represent
and write the number. Instruct students to collect a base10 mini and add another one to the number and see if
they spontaneously regroup the 10 ones into one ten.
Ask students to share how many they now have and how
they would write it on the base-10 chart. If they have not
regrouped the 10 ones, guide them to do this to help
them understand that they now have 5 tens and no
ones, and what this looks like on the place value chart.
Practise adding one to other numbers and noticing the
effect it has on each of the place value columns.
When students are confident with this, challenge
them to add one ten to a number, such as 35. Scaffold
students to explain how many they now have and how
to write this, drawing their attention to the fact that the
tens on the place value chart change, but the ones don’t.
Repeat by adding 10 to other 2-digit numbers.

Check for understanding
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Divide students into three groups and give one student
in each group some base-10 materials; one student some
craft sticks bundled into tens along with some single
sticks; and one student some counters and 10-frames
(BLM 1). Ask each student to show 3 tens with their
materials. Discuss the similarities and differences
between the representations, and ask each group to
write the number that corresponds to 3 tens. Repeat
with a few more numbers, such as 4 tens and 6 ones,
and 2 tens and 3 ones, until students can confidently
represent and name the numbers.
Reverse the activity by asking each student to
represent the number 52 with their materials. Have the
members of each group check each other’s materials
and discuss how they know they have each represented
the same number, guiding students to recognise how
many tens and ones are in each of the numbers.

each number on the place value chart to confirm that
they are correct.
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the 10-frames (BLM 1: 10-frames) and invite a student
to arrange your pile of counters onto the frames,
making sure they don’t leave any gaps. Discuss how
many counters fit on each of the 10-frames and practise
counting the full frames by 10, then counting on to
find the total. Ask students whether they think this was
a more effective way to find the total than guessing or
counting each item individually.
Leave the counters out and present a pile of 42
counters. Ask students to suggest which set of counters
has more in it (without counting) and then guide them
to use 10-frames to check. Ask students which of the
10-frames has more tens filled in and which collection
therefore has more counters in it. Write both
numbers on the board and show students how the two
digits relate to the 10-frame representations of the
numbers.

Application

Representing and ordering
numbers

Write the numbers 47, 17 and 74 on the board. Ask
students to represent the three numbers using materials
and to write down the numbers in order. Discuss how
they knew which materials to display and how they
decided the order of the numbers, encouraging them to
use the language of place value.
If students are struggling to do this, make the three
numbers together, and count and compare the number
of tens in each number. Students who are still having
difficulty need more time with the ‘Exploration’ and
‘Application’ activities.
Visit Oxford Owl for access to digital resources to
help support students’ understanding of this topic.

Make the number 54 with base-10 materials. Ask pairs
of students to make and write a 2-digit number that is
larger than 54. Buddy each pair of students with another
pair and have them check each other’s numbers. The
groups should then decide which of their two numbers
is the biggest. Bring students back together to share the
numbers that they made and to explain how they know
which is the biggest. Write each of the numbers on the
board on a place value chart. If students are confident,
have them work in their original pairs to order the list
from smallest to largest.
If they need more support, work together to choose
the smallest number from the list. Make it with base10 materials and display it. Together, work your way
from the next biggest number through to the largest.
Ask students to do a visual check of the order using
the representations of the numbers with the base-10
materials. Then review the number of tens and ones in

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
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Measurement and geometry

Length and area
Pre-requisite skills

Learning intentions

Before beginning this topic, students need to:
• be able to compare the length of objects using
language such as longer and shorter
• be able to compare the area of objects using
language such as larger and smaller
• be able to read and order numbers to at least 20.

1 We are learning what length and area mean.
2 We are learning to find and compare the length
of objects.
3 We are learning to find and compare areas.

Key language

• I can explain what length is and use language
such as longer and shorter to compare lengths.
• I can use uniform informal units to measure
length.
• I can explain what area is and use language such
as smaller and larger to compare areas.
• I can use uniform informal units to measure area.

Potential misconceptions

Materials

• uniform informal units for length, such as cubes,
craft sticks and paperclips
• uniform informal units for area, such as sticky
notes, kinder squares and square counters
• glue stick
• chart paper
• markers
• students’ lunch boxes
• multiple copies of two different-sized books
• digital recording device
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• Students may not understand the concept of
length as being the longest side of the object
being measured, but may believe that it is the
horizontal span, regardless of its size in relation
to the other dimensions. This can be evident if
students suggest that the length of an object has
changed when its orientation is changed, for
example when a rectangle is moved from lying on
its longest edge to standing on the shorter edge.
• Conservation of area may also be an issue. This
means that if you were to find the area of a piece
of paper, then cut it up and rearrange the parts,
students may not understand that the area has not
changed.

E

area, informal units, larger, length, longer, metres,
order, shorter, smaller

Success criteria

Priming for knowledge
Activate prior knowledge

Give small groups of students two books of different
sizes. Ask each group to think about which dimension is
the length of each book and what part of each book is
the area. Students should label their books as longer and
shorter, and larger and smaller compared with each other,
based on their thoughts about length and area. They
should also suggest ways that they might be able to check
if they are correct.
Bring students back together to share their thoughts.
Invite other groups to say whether they agree with the
comparative length and area designations of each group
and to articulate why.

Explore the language
Put students into two ‘expert’ groups, one to look at
length and one to look at area. Ask each group to:
• write a definition of their concept in their own words
• draw and label a diagram to show their concept
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• take photos of two objects in the room that show
their concept
• list key words that describe their concept, such as long
or small.
Ask the groups to organise a presentation to teach
the other students what their concept is and what it
looks like. Allow students to ask questions of each other
to clarify any points they are unsure of.

Consolidating
knowledge and skills
Exploration
Measuring length
Return to students’ ideas about measuring length from
the ‘Activate prior knowledge’ activity. If they did not
mention uniform informal units, introduce the idea to
them, ensuring that they understand what each of the
three words in the term means. Talk with students
about what would happen if you did not use uniform

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

Measuring area
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Return to students’ ideas about measuring area from
the ‘Activate prior knowledge’ activity. If they did not
mention uniform informal units, revise what this means
with them. Talk with students about what would happen
if you did not use uniform units – for example, if you
measured the area of a book with five sticky notes, some
square tiles and a smaller book – and talk about how it is
difficult to compare unless you use the same units. You
may like to demonstrate this for students with a mixture
of informal units.
Present an item, such as a piece of chart paper, and
choose a student to measure it using kinder squares or a
similar uniform informal unit. Guide the student to use
good measurement practices, such as not leaving any
gaps or overlapping any of the units. Record the result,
then measure it yourself with several kinder squares
overlapped and without aligning any of the squares with
the edge of the paper. Again, record the result and ask
students why it was different. Revisit the list of important
things to remember when you are measuring, and make
any changes you need to for measuring area rather
than length. Invite a second student to use the rules to
measure the chart paper again and see if it matches the
original measurement.
Individually, have students measure the area of three
other items in the classroom that you choose together
using a uniform informal unit of their choice. Group
students who used the same unit and see if their results
match. If they don’t, ask the students to measure the
item together to find the correct measurement. At the
end of the activity, allow time for students to share what
they learned about measuring area.

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

Application
Measuring length
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Put students into small groups and challenge them to
work out who has the longest and who has the shortest
writing pencil in the group by measuring them with
uniform informal units. Ask students to record their
results and monitor them as they choose appropriate
units and conduct their measurements. If necessary,
discuss how you might record when a part of a unit is
used – for example, five and a bit paperclips or almost
six paperclips – so that the lengths can be compared.
When they are done, have each group place the base
of their pencils on a table and visually check the order
of the lengths, then compare this with their measured
results.
If students are coping well, bring the smaller groups
together to find the longest and shortest pencil of all.
Talk about strategies to measure, compare and check
the results, especially if groups originally chose to use
different uniform informal units.

Measuring area
Put students into small groups and challenge them to
work out whose lunch-box lid has the greatest and whose
has the smallest area by measuring them with uniform
informal units. Support students to choose appropriate
units and to conduct their measurements, and ask them
to record each measurement. If necessary, discuss how
you might record when a part of a unit is used – for
example, 12 and a bit sticky notes or nearly 20 sticky
notes – so that the areas can be compared. When they
are done, have each group physically compare the areas
of the lids by placing them on top of each other, then
compare this with their measured results.
If students are coping well, bring the smaller groups
together to find the largest and smallest lunch-box lid
of all. Talk about strategies to measure, compare and
check the results, especially if groups originally chose to
use different uniform informal units.
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units – for example, if you measured the length of a book
with one paperclip, a few craft sticks and an eraser – and
talk about how it is difficult to compare unless you use
the same units. You may like to demonstrate this for
students with a mixture of informal units.
Present an object, such as a glue stick, and choose a
student to measure it using paperclips or a similar small
uniform informal unit. Guide the student to use good
measurement practices, such as not leaving any gaps or
overlapping any of the units. Record the result, then
measure the glue stick yourself with several paperclips
overlapped and without aligning the first paperclip with
the base of the glue stick. Again, record the result and
ask students why it was different. Together, make a list of
important things to remember when you are measuring.
Invite a second student to use the rules to measure
the glue stick again and see if it matches the original
measurement.
Individually, have students measure the length of
three other items in the classroom that you choose
together, using a uniform informal unit of their choice.
Group students who used the same unit and see if their
results match. If they don’t, ask the students to measure
the item together to find the correct measurement. At
the end of the activity, allow time for students to share
what they learned about measuring length.

Check for understanding
Present an item, such as a stapler, and together measure
its length with a uniform informal unit. Do the same for
the area of an item, such as a kinder square. Ask pairs of
students to use uniform informal units to find something
that is longer than your first item and larger than your
second item. Watch students as they choose their units
and carry out their measurements, then discuss the
results as a group to see if students agree with their
classmates’ assessments of comparative sizes.
If students are struggling to do this, support them to
physically compare and then measure a longer item and
a larger item as a group. Students who are still having
difficulty need more time with the ‘Exploration’ and
‘Application’ activities.
Visit Oxford Owl for access to digital resources to
help support students’ understanding of this topic.

Measurement and geometry
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Statistics and probability

Collecting data
Collecting and classifying data
Representing and interpreting data
Learning intentions

Before beginning these topics, students need to:
• be able to use one-to-one correspondence to
count and record quantities
• be familiar with simple data collection methods,
such as ticks or lists.

1 We are learning to collect and record data
effectively.
2 We are learning to construct graphs.
3 We are learning to interpret information
presented in graphs.

Key language

Success criteria

category, collect, data, label, picture graph, question,
record, response, table, title

• I can select questions to use to collect data.
• I can use ticks to record data sorted into
categories.
• I can make a picture graph using the data I have
collected.
• I can make statements about what the data in a
picture graph I have made is saying.

Potential misconceptions
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• Students need a strong understanding of oneto-one correspondence in order to be able to
accurately record data in the forms of ticks or
lists. This also applies to transferring information
from a list or tick sheet into a graph.
• Students need to be explicitly taught about the
functions of the different parts of graphs. If, for
example, they overlook the title on a graph, they
may incorrectly interpret what the graph is telling
them.

E

Pre-requisite skills

Priming for knowledge
Activate prior knowledge

Tell students that you are going to be looking at data
and graphing. Give students one minute to respond
individually to each of the following questions.
Depending on where your students are at, this might be
in writing or with an audio or video recording:
• What is one thing you already know about data?
• What type of graphs have you heard of?
• What is one thing about data you’re wondering about
or are not sure of?
• When have you seen data used?
Put students into small groups and have them discuss
their answers. Bring them back together and talk about
some of the key things they noted. If they had difficulty
connecting with the concept, prompt them to think
about when they have kept score while playing sport or
watched their favourite team score a goal. You could
also talk about other familiar situations, such as why it is
important to mark the roll each morning and to know
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Materials
•
•
•
•
•

BLM 22: Picture graph template
BLM 23: Data table template
chart paper
markers
sticky notes

how many students are present. Note any issues that
students are wondering about to discuss at appropriate
times as you work through the topics.

Explore the language
Collect some simple data by asking students to raise their
hands to show how many siblings they have. Record the
information in the form of ticks next to each number in
a table on the board. Add a title above the table and write
the question that you asked students beneath it. When
you have finished, explain that you have just collected
data about family sizes in the group. Remind students
of some of the other types of data you discussed in the
previous activity and ask them to suggest a definition for
the term. Record and refine your definition until you are
all happy with it and put it on display.
Explain the following words to students in terms
of their use in your data display: response, category, title,
question, table. Invite students to close their eyes and
suggest one of the target terms, such as title. Instruct
students to picture where the title is on the display, why
it is there and what it says. Then have students open
their eyes and share what they saw and thought about.

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

Consolidating
knowledge and skills
Exploration
Collecting and classifying data

Application
Collecting and classifying data
Write the question stem, What is your favourite _________?
on the board and ask pairs of students to think of an
ending. It doesn’t matter if multiple pairs choose the
same question. Ask students to think of five possible
answers and record them, along with their question, on
BLM 23: Data table template. Before students ask their
question to the other students in the group, check that
their categories are appropriate, and remind students
that they should use ticks to show one response for each
student that they ask.
Give students time to ask everyone in the group
their question and to count the number of ticks in each
category. Buddy up each pair with another group and
have them share their findings. Encourage students
to identify which category had the most and the least
responses and to discuss how many ticks there were in
each category. Come back together and invite students
to share anything interesting they discovered.
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With students, brainstorm questions they could ask
about favourite things within the group, such as
favourite toys, favourite books or favourite colours.
Narrow these down to no more than five, then model
making a table with the responses on a piece of chart
paper, asking each student for their response and
placing a tick in the appropriate category. Write in the
totals for each category. When you have finished, count
the number of students in the group and the number of
ticks, and ask students what they notice.
Choose a different question and again brainstorm
and narrow down the possible answers. Put these into
a table. This time, have pairs of students collect and
record the responses using ticks. Once students believe
they have asked everyone in the group, come back
together and check if students all have the same total
for each of the categories. If they don’t, discuss why this
might be the case – for example, a student may have
given a different answer each time, or a group may have
missed a student or asked the same student twice. Guide
students to add a title above their table and to record the
question asked, then invite them to make some simple
observations about the most and least popular responses.

by asking if the sticky notes are in the correct categories
and whether they are aligned (so that the first one in
each category is aligned and so on). Guide students
to make any necessary adjustments. Finish by asking
students to make some statements about the data,
asking prompting questions as needed.

E

Repeat with the other terms, clarifying words such as
table that have multiple meanings, and ensuring that
students are describing the correct part of the data
display.

Displaying and interpreting data

Introduce the concept of a picture graph as a different
way to display data. Invite students to suggest appropriate
pictures for each of the categories you used in the first
‘Collecting and classifying data’ activity and draw an
example of each one next to the category headings on
your chart. Model turning this into a picture graph by
writing the categories on an enlarged copy of BLM 22:
Picture graph template, and drawing a picture for each
tick. As you do so, talk about the important conventions,
such as including a title, ensuring all the pictures are the
same size and aligning one picture above the other in
each column. Ask some simple questions about the graph.
Revisit the second question that students asked in
the last activity and talk about and agree on appropriate
symbols or pictures for each of the categories. Give
each student a sticky note and have them draw the
picture that represents their response. Put each of the
category headings on the board using a picture and ask
students to place their sticky notes in the corresponding
category. Once all the sticky notes are on the board, ask
students to look at whether the sticky notes are placed
well to make a picture graph. If necessary, prompt them

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

Displaying and interpreting data
Support students to transfer their data from the previous
activity into a picture graph, using BLM 22. You may
like to do this step by step, guiding each group to first
complete the graph title, then choose and draw a picture
for each category, then add the data. Allow time for
questions. Monitor students as they work to ensure they
understand that they need to add one picture per tick.
Again, buddy up the pairs with another group to
explain the favourite and least favourite responses to
their question. Ask the groups of four to look at both
the data tables and the picture graphs and discuss
which they prefer and why. Share their responses with
the whole group.

Check for understanding
Display one data table and one picture graph that you
used during the topic or that students created. Invite a
student to come up and identify the title of the graph
and to say in their own words what the title is used for.
Repeat with the title of the data table. Work through the
other key parts of the data display, choosing a different
student each time. Finish by asking students to make
some statements about the data.
If students are struggling to do this, point to and
name one of the key elements of the data table or
graph and ask students what it is telling us. Students
who are still having difficulty need more time with the
‘Exploration’ and ‘Application’ activities.
Visit Oxford Owl for access to digital resources to
help support students’ understanding of this topic.
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